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A typical spread spectrum system uses a 

spreading code to achieve jam resistance

A typical spread spectrum system uses a 

spreading code to achieve jam resistance

Source Codec – Reduces information redundancy

Security Codec – Provides confidentiality, integrity, and authentication

Channel Codec – Adds redundancy that permits channel noise to be mitigated

Spectrum Codec – Spread the signal’s bandwidth to effectively hide it 

The spreading code defines a channel independent of the message.

An attacker must know the spreading code to find the channel. 

We Have a Key Management ProblemWe Have a Key Management Problem

– Daily keying

– Same key for everyone

– Often fails

– Occasional keying

– Different key for everyone

– Usually works

Example: STU Example: Have Quick
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A Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) can provide 

confidentiality, integrity, and authentication.

A Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) can provide 

confidentiality, integrity, and authentication.
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Applying PKI to Tactical CommsApplying PKI to Tactical Comms
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But what if we had KEYLESS Jam Resistance?But what if we had KEYLESS Jam Resistance?
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A concurrent codec combines

channel coding and spectrum spreading

A concurrent codec combines

channel coding and spectrum spreading

The spreading code defines a channel that depends on the message.

An attacker must know the spreading code and the message to find the channel. 

The receiver must merely detect that a message’s channel is in use.

Asymmetric channels make suppressing channel activity very difficult.

What challenges face Keyless Jam Resistance?What challenges face Keyless Jam Resistance?
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The optimal jamming signal is another valid signalThe optimal jamming signal is another valid signal

�� With no key, jammer can transmit valid signals. With no key, jammer can transmit valid signals. 

�� We must assume they can align with legitimate signal.We must assume they can align with legitimate signal.

�� Causes extreme difficulty for receivers, which can’t decide Causes extreme difficulty for receivers, which can’t decide 

which valid signal is the legitimate one.which valid signal is the legitimate one.

�� In traditional systems, two valid signals of similar power In traditional systems, two valid signals of similar power 

make recovery of either impossible.make recovery of either impossible.

�� Conventional wisdom: Secrets are necessary!Conventional wisdom: Secrets are necessary!

�� Unconventional wisdom: Don’t be so traditional!Unconventional wisdom: Don’t be so traditional!

KEYLESS SPREAD SPECTRUM:

So how is it possible?

KEYLESS SPREAD SPECTRUM:

So how is it possible?
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There are two intertwined aspects of 

Keyless Jam Resistance

There are two intertwined aspects of 

Keyless Jam Resistance

�� Coding/DecodingCoding/Decoding

�� Transmitting/ReceivingTransmitting/Receiving

Let’s build a toy system…Let’s build a toy system…

�� Codeword for Message A Codeword for Message A ��

�� Message space Message space –– 32 messages.32 messages.

�� Each codeword is 7 marks.Each codeword is 7 marks.

�� 100 possible mark locations.100 possible mark locations.

�� Code space Code space –– 16 billion codes.16 billion codes.

�� Message is contained in the signal only if ALL Message is contained in the signal only if ALL 

marks associated with that message are present.marks associated with that message are present.

�� Signal may contain multiple overlaid messages.Signal may contain multiple overlaid messages.
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Which, if either, is present?Which, if either, is present?

‘A’ is present ‘K’ is absent

Are any others present?

Decoding is different 

than performing a membership test

Decoding is different 

than performing a membership test

�� Membership test: Is a given message present?Membership test: Is a given message present?

�� Signal decode: List all messages that are present.Signal decode: List all messages that are present.
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What if a superimposed code is used?What if a superimposed code is used?

�� Message is passed through Message is passed through nn hash functions, each hash functions, each 

producing one of the producing one of the nn mark locations.mark locations.

�� Each message consists of an independent set of Each message consists of an independent set of 

marks.marks.

�� With superimposed codes:With superimposed codes:

�� Membership tests are easy.Membership tests are easy.

�� Decodes are difficult (usually requiring exhaustive search)Decodes are difficult (usually requiring exhaustive search)

( ) nimessagePosition ii <<= 1;Hash

Concurrent Codes
Superimposed codes that can be efficiently decoded.

Concurrent Codes
Superimposed codes that can be efficiently decoded.

�� Each of the Each of the nn possible message prefixes are passed possible message prefixes are passed 

through the same hash function.through the same hash function.

�� Message codewords are not independent.Message codewords are not independent.

�� With concurrent codes:With concurrent codes:

�� Membership tests are easy.Membership tests are easy.

�� Decodes are easy (performed in linear time)Decodes are easy (performed in linear time)

[ ]( ) niimessagePositioni <<= 1;:1Hash
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Let’s build a codewordLet’s build a codeword

�� Codeword for Message K Codeword for Message K ��

�� Message: Message: 01010000101000
�� Hash(0) = 36Hash(0) = 36

�� Hash(01) = 57Hash(01) = 57

�� Hash(010) = 16Hash(010) = 16

�� Hash(0101) = 2Hash(0101) = 2

�� Hash(01010) = 26Hash(01010) = 26

�� Hash(010100) = 30Hash(010100) = 30

�� Hash(0101000) = 94Hash(0101000) = 94

The complete codebookThe complete codebook
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The decode tree for our signal packet:

{A,Q,Z} are the messages contained.

The decode tree for our signal packet:

{A,Q,Z} are the messages contained.

You now know Standard BBC!You now know Standard BBC!
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Standard BBC: Encoding is easyStandard BBC: Encoding is easy

�� Append K zero bits to the end of an LAppend K zero bits to the end of an L--bit message.bit message.

�� Run each of the (Run each of the (L+KL+K) prefixes through a hash function.) prefixes through a hash function.

�� Use each hash output to place a mark in the codeword.Use each hash output to place a mark in the codeword.

Standard BBC: Decoding is fastStandard BBC: Decoding is fast
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Typical BBC parameters used to 

date provide good flexibility.

Typical BBC parameters used to 

date provide good flexibility.

�� Thousand bit messages (L=2Thousand bit messages (L=21010))

�� Million bit codewords (C=2Million bit codewords (C=22020))

�� Thirty bit checksum (K=2Thirty bit checksum (K=255))

�� 33% mark density threshold33% mark density threshold

Decode trees typically have many 

short-lived false branches.

Decode trees typically have many 

short-lived false branches.
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The performance is controlled by 

the time spent hallucinating.

The performance is controlled by 

the time spent hallucinating.

Packet densities <50% are finePacket densities <50% are fine

�� If denominator goes to zero …. That’s BAD!If denominator goes to zero …. That’s BAD!

�� Critical Density: Critical Density: µµCC = 50%= 50%

�� If µ = 33%If µ = 33%

�� One hallucination per valid messageOne hallucination per valid message
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M = 1000 messages

L = 200-bit messages

K = 8-bit checksums

C = 512k-bit codeword

µP = 33.8% density

σ2
H = M

σHR = 1/sqrt(M)

Performance matches theoryPerformance matches theory

We can enhance BBC three waysWe can enhance BBC three ways

�� Interstitial Checksum BitsInterstitial Checksum Bits

�� Arbitrarily high critical density.Arbitrarily high critical density.

�� Smaller hallucinogenic load.Smaller hallucinogenic load.

�� MultiMulti--mark BBCmark BBC

�� Can tolerate missed marksCan tolerate missed marks

�� MultiMulti--bit BBC (Mbit BBC (M--aryary BBC)BBC)

�� Can improve coding efficiencyCan improve coding efficiency

BUT NOTHING COMES FOR FREE!BUT NOTHING COMES FOR FREE!
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Interstitials are fun, but of limited practicalityInterstitials are fun, but of limited practicality

�� More bits > more marks > higher densityMore bits > more marks > higher density

�� Codeword density grows faster than critical densityCodeword density grows faster than critical density

�� Lower hallucination load can lead to faster decodesLower hallucination load can lead to faster decodes

Very rapid improvement for first 

few interstitial checksum bits

Very rapid improvement for first 

few interstitial checksum bits
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Very high density codewords can 

still decode efficiently

Very high density codewords can 

still decode efficiently

Mild use of interstitials can 

decrease absolute decode effort.

Mild use of interstitials can 

decrease absolute decode effort.
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Multi-bit BBC is probably not usefulMulti-bit BBC is probably not useful

�� Nice parallel to MNice parallel to M--aryary modulation schemesmodulation schemes

�� Critical density inversely proportional to block sizeCritical density inversely proportional to block size

�� Decoding burden exponential with block sizeDecoding burden exponential with block size

�� QuadratureQuadrature (2(2--bit/mark) bit/mark) maymay be usefulbe useful

Q-of-Y Multi-mark BBC is probably usefulQ-of-Y Multi-mark BBC is probably useful
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What about practical considerations?What about practical considerations?

�� Packet identificationPacket identification

�� Place “Bookend Marks” in each packetPlace “Bookend Marks” in each packet

�� Each received mark is treated as a potential packet startEach received mark is treated as a potential packet start

�� Symbol timingSymbol timing

�� Leverage intrinsic tolerance for space errorsLeverage intrinsic tolerance for space errors

�� Leverage packetLeverage packet--level decoding to compensatelevel decoding to compensate

�� Threshold levelThreshold level

�� Running statistic threshold forces optimal thresholdRunning statistic threshold forces optimal threshold

�� Hash function performanceHash function performance

�� Use taskUse task--specific hash function (Glowworm)specific hash function (Glowworm)

�� MultipathMultipath

�� Intrinsic tolerance Intrinsic tolerance –– echoes are just additional messagesechoes are just additional messages

Bookend marks permit compensation

for significant oscillator mismatch

Bookend marks permit compensation

for significant oscillator mismatch
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Running statistic threshold 

can set the best threshold for EACH packet.

Running statistic threshold 

can set the best threshold for EACH packet.

Buffer

Packet

Log(n) time per packet!

The Glowworm hash is structurally simple

and  efficient in both hardware and software 

The Glowworm hash is structurally simple

and  efficient in both hardware and software 

4040
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Does it really work?Does it really work?

RF demonstrator based on Ettus

USRP software-defined radio

RF demonstrator based on Ettus

USRP software-defined radio
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Simple receiver leaves little for attacker to attackSimple receiver leaves little for attacker to attack

LNA

NAWS China Lake – Fun in the Sun!NAWS China Lake – Fun in the Sun!
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Is it really Jam Resistant?Is it really Jam Resistant?

The analyzed receiver used a 

typical matched-filter detector

The analyzed receiver used a 

typical matched-filter detector
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The same translation paths exist, 

but radar terminology convenient

The same translation paths exist, 

but radar terminology convenient

The BIG difference: 

Threshold set well into the noise

The BIG difference: 

Threshold set well into the noise
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Concurrent codes create erasure 

channels, not error channels

Concurrent codes create erasure 

channels, not error channels

BER of 1% achieved with

PFA = 33% & SNR/bit = 9.6 dB

BER of 1% achieved with

PFA = 33% & SNR/bit = 9.6 dB

P
D

= (1-PLR)1/N

N=1032-mark packets

BER = 1%

PLR = 8.1%

P
D

= 0.99992

P
FA

=33%

SNR/bit = 9.6 dB
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CCSS performs between FSK and PSK

(SNR/bit > 11dB) 

CCSS performs between FSK and PSK

(SNR/bit > 11dB) 

SNR/bit >~20dB

realizes near-optimal performance

SNR/bit >~20dB

realizes near-optimal performance
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CCSS performs better than FHSS

but not as well as DSSS

CCSS performs better than FHSS

but not as well as DSSS

Where can we go from here?Where can we go from here?

�� RFRF performance analysisperformance analysis

�� Mark waveforms (e.g., Mark waveforms (e.g., LFMLFM chirps, chirps, GolayGolay sequence)sequence)

�� Detector options (e.g., radiometer, Detector options (e.g., radiometer, GolayGolay correlatorcorrelator ))

�� Asynchronous  issues (e.g., symbol alignment)Asynchronous  issues (e.g., symbol alignment)

�� Optimal waveform jamming (e.g., mark erasure, packet construction)Optimal waveform jamming (e.g., mark erasure, packet construction)

�� Comparison with other forms as an unreliable erasure channelComparison with other forms as an unreliable erasure channel

�� RFRF implementations of the various waveform/detector combosimplementations of the various waveform/detector combos

�� FPGAFPGA//ASICASIC implementations of radios and/or building blocksimplementations of radios and/or building blocks

�� MACMAC--less protocol developmentless protocol development

�� Other application areas (e.g., Other application areas (e.g., RFIDRFID, , SINCGARSSINCGARS Fill Device)Fill Device)

�� Other questions (e.g., performance guarantees, nonOther questions (e.g., performance guarantees, non--BBC codes)BBC codes)
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What was done and what I didWhat was done and what I did

�� Concurrent codes are a notable extension to superimposed codesConcurrent codes are a notable extension to superimposed codes

�� Efficient decoding is something that has not existedEfficient decoding is something that has not existed

�� Potentially opens door to many previously illPotentially opens door to many previously ill--suited applications suited applications 

�� Concurrent code spread spectrum offers new capabilitiesConcurrent code spread spectrum offers new capabilities

�� Comparable jam resistance without shared secretsComparable jam resistance without shared secrets

�� Potentially simpler MACPotentially simpler MAC--layer protocols (or even MAClayer protocols (or even MAC--less protocols)less protocols)

�� My contributionsMy contributions

�� I was the primary contributor for:I was the primary contributor for:

�� RFRF hardware , software, or analysishardware , software, or analysis

�� Interstitial checksum bits and multiInterstitial checksum bits and multi--markmark

�� Oscillator mismatch and jitter compensationOscillator mismatch and jitter compensation

�� I was heavily involved in the collaboration on most other aspectsI was heavily involved in the collaboration on most other aspects

�� I contributed least to the “hard core” theoretical/mathematical aspectsI contributed least to the “hard core” theoretical/mathematical aspects
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